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Horary astrology is a fascinating and exacting technique, and here is the perfect book to hone
your skills. Author Petros Eleftheriadis presents over fifty valid charts taken from his client files
which demonstrate, in clear steps, how to reach an answer. He stresses the importance of
starting with the correct question; for instance, he doesn't accept 'Should I?' questions, saying
'Astrology charts cannot possibly show something that will NEVER materialize, something that
will never become reality, so they cannot show how your life would be, had you made another
decision.' So rather than asking whether you will win the lottery if you buy a ticket, the correct
action would be to buy the ticket then ask if you will win. Ideal for students and professionals with
some knowledge of horary astrology.
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House Matters – Health, Sickness and Death39. Will my blood test results be ok?40. Will I
overcome my addiction?41. What will happen with my acne?42. Will her father die any moment
now?43. Will my father get better?44. When will my father die?45. Am I going to get better?46.
What’s next?Part 8: Example Charts – Various Issues47. Wil the deal go through?48. Will we be
able to sell or rent my husband’s house?49. Where is the USB stick?50. Will there be an
agreement?51. Will the dress fit me?52. Will there be an agreement?53. Will she contact me?54.
Will we have a baby?55. Will I win in court? Will I get monetary compensation?Part 9: The
Sequence of the Planets in the Egyptian BoundsTable of the sequence of the planets in the
Egyptian boundsSequence of the planetsThe number of degreesGlossaryAccidental dignities/
debilities: Planets gain power when they are placed in fortunate houses, when they have a good



relationship with the Sun or the other planets and when they are direct and faster than average.
They are weak when the opposite is true. For more information, see the Table of Accidental
dignities on p.4.Almuten of a house: The planet that has the most essential dignity in the degree
of the cusp of a house.Antiscium: A planet has its antiscium in the degree that has the same
distance as him from the 0° Cancer/0° Capricorn axis on the other side of it. So, 28° Gemini has
a two degree distance from 0° Cancer. 2° Cancer also has a two degree distance from 0°
Cancer. A planet at 28° Gemini, therefore, has its antiscium at 2° Cancer. If another planet is
found at 2° Cancer, then these two planets at 28° Gemini and 2° Cancer are believed to be in
some sort of a conjunction.Benefic: Any planet that has sufficient essential and/or accidental
dignity.Besiegement: A planet is besieged when he is positioned between the two Infortunes and
this is negative. For a planet positioned between the two Fortunes, which is positive, I prefer the
term enclosure.Cazimi: A planet is said to be cazimi when he is in the heart of the Sun, only 17′
minutes away from him. This is considered to be very fortunate for the planet.Combust planet: A
planet that has an 8°– 8°30′ degree distance from the Sun from either side. This is a most
serious debility.Diurnal chart: A chart where the Sun is above the horizon, that is, the 1st/7th
house axis.Essential dignities/debilities: Planets have power or can function better in certain
signs or degrees of every sign (dignities). Likewise, planets cannot function properly in certain
signs (debilities).Fortunes: Jupiter and Venus. Jupiter is the Fortune of sect in diurnal charts and
Venus is the Fortune of sect in nocturnal charts.Hayz: A diurnal planet is said to be in hayz when
he is diurnally placed (in the same side as the Sun) in a diurnal chart and in a diurnal sign. A
nocturnal planet is in hayz when he is nocturnally placed (in the opposite side of the Sun) in a
nocturnal chart and in a nocturnal sign.Infortunes: Saturn and Mars. Saturn is the Infortune of
sect in diurnal charts and Mars is the Infortune of sect in nocturnal charts.Intercepted sign: A
sign that is wholly included in a house.Joy of the planets (houses): Mercury rejoices in the 1st
house, the Moon in the 3rd house, Venus in the 5th house, Mars in the 6th house, the Sun in the
9th house, Jupiter in the 11th house and Saturn in the 12th house.Malefic: Saturn or Mars
without dignity nor strongly received.Moiety: Planets have orbs. For an aspect to be particularly
effective, it has to be within the moiety (half) of the two planets’ orbs. For example, Saturn has a
10 degree orb and Jupiter a 12 degree orb. For an aspect between these two to be effective, it
has to be within (10+12/2 = 11) an 11 degree orb.Moon void in/of course: The Moon is void in/of
course when she makes no applying aspect before she leaves the sign she is in.Nocturnal chart:
A chart where the Sun is below the horizon, that is, the 1st/7th house axis.Occidental planet: A
planet that sets after the Sun.Oriental planet: A planet that rises before the Sun.Partill aspect: An
aspect is partill when the two planets in aspect are in the same degree in their respective signs.
For example, the Moon in 23° Pisces makes a partill trine with Jupiter at 23° Cancer.Peregrine: A
planet that is in none of his own dignities. This is considered to be a debility. However, if the
planet is received, this is not a problem.Querent: The person who asks the question.Quesited:
The thing/person asked about.Reception: When a planet is in the dignities of another planet, we
say that the other planet receives him. In a single reception, an aspect is required for the other



planet to offer his help to the received one. In a mutual reception, apparently no aspect is
needed, although, naturally, it works a lot better with an aspect. In this case (no aspect), the term
mutual generosity is often preferred, instead of mutual reception.Under the beams: A planet is
under the beams when he is 17 degrees away from the Sun, either applying or separating. It’s a
debility, but not as serious as combustion.Via Combusta: The area of the zodiac between 15
degrees of Libra and 15 degrees of Scorpio. This may be a negative testimony when the Moon is
found there, but I do not believe that the chart is unreadable when that happens.Table of
Accidental Dignities and DebilitiesIntroductionI believe in fate. I’m being straightforward here. I
didn’t use to, but the more I got involved with astrology and horary astrology in particular, it
became evident that no other explanation was possible IF astrology works. And it does work.
Which means that if you can cast a chart that will give an accurate answer as to whether your
lost pet is OK and the chart tells you that it is and it’s going to come back home in three days,
then everything is written in the stars, I’m afraid. I know you don’t like it, but there you have it.This
realization however has changed my practice. I don’t accept questions that are attempting to
change a client’s fate, nor do I believe that they are valid. “Should I take job A or job B? Which is
better?” It doesn’t matter, your natal chart may indicate that you are going through a tough
professional period and this means that you HAVE TO take the “bad” job. There is no choice
here. Astrology charts cannot possibly show something that will NEVER materialize, something
that will never become reality, so they cannot show how your life would be, had you made
another decision. What’s more, astrology cannot make your decisions for you. It may be that
those decisions have already been made before your body was born, but this doesn’t alter the
fact that YOU have to execute them.Imagine going to an astrologer every time when something
important is at stake. What are you really asking the astrologer to do for you? You are asking the
astrologer to save you from the pain of being incarnated. Let’s say that the astrologer tells you,
for example, that you shouldn’t form a relationship with a certain person, because it will end in
tears. But, this is exactly what’s supposed to happen. You should have the experience of a
relationship that will hurt you badly and will scar you forever. This is what your natal chart
indicates. Who told you that we are here to be happy? We are here to experience life, nothing
more than that, and the kind of life that we are going to have is indicated by our natal chart. Lilly
always said the natal chart comes first, so perhaps we should follow his advice.Unfortunately,
most people go to an astrologer nowadays, either because they want to change something or
avoid something. For example, a client hasn’t written a book, but he asks the astrologer if it’s
going to be published, so as not to write it if the answer is negative. Invalid question. Other
examples: “If I apply for this job, will I get it?” Invalid question. First apply for the job and then ask
the question. “Will I win, if I play the lottery?” If your natal chart doesn’t show such a win, no
matter how many charts you cast and no matter how wonderful they are, you are not going to
win. It’s as simple as that and all those wonderful charts are simply invalid.There are people who
believe in fate, but accept this kind of question because they say that going to an astrologer is
part of the client’s fate, so it’s OK to answer “Should I?” questions. Perhaps, but what about the



astrologer’s fate? Is spreading the lie that there is free will part of his or her fate? If one believes
in free will, fine (although how one who has this belief can make predictions is beyond me), but if
one doesn’t, are they sure their natal chart indicates that they should go on lying to people?
Natal charts are not as clear as horary charts and it’s often difficult to make judgements on such
subtle issues. So, one needs to make a “choice”, even if that choice has already been made
before one was born. I, therefore, made a choice to not answer such questions.So, what’s the
purpose of going to an astrologer, I hear you ask? If you want to know your future in order to
change it, then simply don’t go to an astrologer, it’s pointless. Astrology, however, is extremely
important in helping you embrace your fate, in helping you realize, time and time again, that you
are part of a great design. Have you seen the film Stranger than Fiction? Despite its Hollywood
ending, which is understandable, I think it explains very well what fate is and how astrology
works, without ever mentioning astrology. When the hero finds out exactly his life story, he
realizes how perfect it all is, in spite of its sad and unfortunate parts, and he doesn’t want to
change a thing. This is exactly what astrology can do for us, it helps us realize the old cliché
“everything happens for a reason”.Consequently, in this book, I do not include “Should I?”
charts, nor do I include any charts that are not radical, following the major considerations before
judgement (I make only a few exceptions, but I explain why). Lilly seems sometimes to ignore
these considerations, but it was difficult to send a client away in those days. Nowadays, when it
is so easy to cast a chart and communicate with a client, we have no excuse. A lot of charts are
invalid, either because there is no real question behind them or because the client doesn’t ask
what he/she really wants to know. People sometimes say that considerations before judgement
make no sense, because it’s like saying that astrology sometimes works and sometimes it
doesn’t. No, it’s not that at all. Remember, we are talking about horary astrology here, not natal.
When a child is born, their chart is valid, because a birth actually took place, the child is real.
The child, however, becomes real at the moment of birth, not at conception. Just because
someone has conceived a child, this doesn’t mean that a child will actually be born, as we well
know. Horary astrology is like that, but instead of a child, we have the querent’s question. With
horary astrology we cannot be sure whether the question is real or not, because very often
querents can’t be trusted. This means that the considerations before judgement are very useful,
particularly when more than one is present, in which case, I strongly urge you to cast the chart
aside.The charts included in this book do not cover all possible areas. For example, I’ve never
had an “Am I pregnant?” question in my practice, possibly because people, quite
understandably, prefer to take the test or go to the doctor instead of going to an astrologer.
However, this is not important. I don’t believe in aphorisms and in special rules for each topic. In
every chart, no matter what the question is, you do basically the same work: dignities,
receptions, aspects.All the questions about sports are mine (no examples in my professional
practice) and there are a few others that are mine as well (questions about elections, song
contests, etc.).One final note: The main objective in horary is to answer questions with a simple
YES or NO. The answer may be a single word, but it’s not always easy getting there. True, there



is a detailed script for all our actions, but it’s very difficult for an astrologer to accurately make it
out, so simply don’t do it, because half of the time you are going to be wrong.Part 1Theoretical
ApproachThis is mainly a book of horary charts for practice, so no theory is going to be
presented, as it is taken for granted that you are familiar with the traditional theory. If you are not,
I refer you to Barbara Dunn’s brilliant and detailed book Horary Astrology Re–Examined.
However, I feel that certain things need to be said in order for you to understand how I approach
the charts providing some information about basic astrological concepts.SignsThe twelve signs
are divided into three categories: moveable (cardinal), fixed and common (double–bodied,
mutable). Aries, Cancer, Libra and Capricorn are moveable, Taurus, Leo, Scorpio and Aquarius
are fixed and Gemini, Virgo, Sagittarius and Pisces are common. If the significators of a question
are in cardinal signs, things happen more quickly, in fixed signs more slowly and in common
signs somewhere in the middle. In questions of illness, the significators in fixed signs may show
an illness that lasts for a long time, in moveable signs acute diseases that go away quickly and in
common signs illnesses that “come and go”. Significators in fixed signs often indicate someone
who tells the truth and in job questions, people likely to keep their jobs (if other testimonies
concur). Common signs, also called double–bodied, indicate that there may be more than one of
the quesited (e.g. children) and they often indicate change.There are four triplicities: The fire
triplicity (Aries, Leo, Sagittarius), the air triplicity (Gemini, Libra, Aquarius), the earth triplicity
(Taurus, Virgo, Capricorn) and the water triplicity (Cancer, Scorpio, Pisces). In questions of
illness, the third sign of the triplicity is the “worst”, in the sense that it signifies a very serious
condition if the significators are in those signs. The water signs are the most fruitful ones and the
significators in those signs in questions of pregnancy or money are a good testimony. Gemini,
Leo and Virgo are barren signs, although Gemini and Virgo, if the chart is fortunate in general,
can often be an indication of twins. The air signs and Virgo are considered the “humane” signs,
the more civilized ones. The air signs are hot and moist by nature, the fire signs hot and dry, the
water signs cold and moist and the earth signs cold and dry.Aries, Gemini, Leo, Libra,
Sagittarius and Aquarius are diurnal/ masculine signs, while Taurus, Cancer, Virgo, Scorpio,
Capricorn and Pisces are nocturnal/feminine signs. This can be useful in questions where the
astrologer tries to determine the sex of the baby, for example.PlanetsJupiter and Venus are the
two Fortunes. It’s doubtful whether they can become truly malefic. At the very least, a nasty
Jupiter is preferable to a nasty Saturn. Jupiter is the greater Fortune and Venus is the lesser
Fortune, although sect needs to be taken into account. In diurnal charts, Jupiter is the Fortune of
sect and in nocturnal charts, Venus. The two Infortunes are Saturn and Mars. Saturn is the
greater Infortune and Mars is the lesser Infortune, although, again, Saturn behaves better in
diurnal charts and Mars in nocturnal charts. Out of sect Infortunes can be dangerous if they are
also essentially and accidentally debilitated. It must be stressed that even when the Infortunes
are significators, this does not mean that they cease to be Infortunes. In fact, this is by itself a
negative testimony.In horary charts, besides the principal significators, we often check the
natural significators of the quesited who provides supporting testimony. If the question is about



money or pregnancy, the astrologer should check Jupiter as well (possibly also Venus for
pregnancy, being the natural ruler of the 5th house where she also rejoices). The Moon is the
natural significator of property and of the mother in nocturnal charts; Venus rules relationships
and marriage and is the natural significator of mothers in diurnal charts; the Sun is the natural
significator of many tenth house matters (job, preferment), the natural significator of the father in
diurnal charts and the natural significator of men in general in relationship charts; Saturn
signifies old people and the father in nocturnal charts; and finally, Mars rules surgery and
surgeons in questions of illness and is the natural significator of brothers.The Sun, Jupiter and
Saturn are diurnal planets and they behave better in diurnal charts. The Moon, Venus and Mars
are nocturnal planets and so, they prefer nocturnal charts. Mercury is diurnal when oriental of the
Sun and nocturnal when occidental of the Sun.The Role of the MoonI do not believe that the
Moon is only a co–significator of the querent. The Moon is a co–significator of everything in a
horary chart, which means that the Moon is also co–significator of the quesited (in the example
charts, I mention the Moon as co–significator of the querent when I name the significators, but in
the judgement itself it becomes clear that I consider her a co–significator of everything). If the
Moon applies to the significator of the querent, this is positive testimony, especially if the aspect
is fortunate and there is reception. As for the previous and the next aspect of the Moon being
significators of the querent and the quesited, although hardly anyone considers them as such
anymore, I believe this concept has some value and it agrees with what I say below about the
main significators. I believe that authorities of the past noted that when the Moon’s next aspect
was positive, the outcome was often successful, so they considered the planet the Moon applies
to as significator of the quesited and the planet from whom the Moon separates as significator of
the querent (translating in this way the light from querent to quesited). We don’t need, however,
to call them significators, but I must stress the importance of the good fortune of the whole chart.
If the Moon (or the significator of the querent) applies with a fortunate aspect to another planet
with reception, this is positive testimony and it doesn’t matter if that other planet is a significator
or not. Likewise, if the aspect is unfortunate and there is no reception, this is negative
testimony.HousesYou can read about the basic meanings of the twelve houses in Barbara’s
book. I will deal here with some issues regarding houses.• The house ruler is not only the
domicile ruler of the sign on the cusp of the house. Signification is also derived from the almuten
or co–almuten (if this is a different planet from the domicile ruler), the planets inside the house
and in the same sign as the cusp, the planets in the previous house but conjunct the house
cusp, the domicile ruler of the intercepted sign (if there is one) and the planets located in the
intercepted sign. Lilly sometimes derived signification from the ruler of the next sign if late
degrees of a sign were on a cusp. I’m not sure about this, but I would consider it if the next sign is
the correct sign using the whole sign house system. For example, suppose 28° Aries is on the
8th house cusp and 28° Taurus in the 9th house cusp with a Libra ascendant. In this instance,
Taurus has more degrees in the 8th house than Aries and Lilly would also consider Venus as a
significator for 8th house issues. In this case, so would I, because Taurus is the natural 8th



house sign with a Libra ascendant using the whole sign house system. If, however, Taurus didn’t
have this 8th house relationship with the ascendant, I wouldn’t use Venus as a significator.•
There is no relationship between the 8th or the 5th house and sex in traditional astrology.
Instead, it is the 7th house that was considered the house of sexual unions (Al Biruni,
Masha’allah) and marriage. The 5th house may have some connection with sex (being the
house of Venus’ joy and which she naturally rules), but I have not found any such reference in
the traditional sources. I would suggest that in most cases we don’t need a house for sex. Even
in questions like “Will we have sex?” joining the 1st and the 7th house significators will suffice.• I
would suggest that there is no need for so much fuss over finding the correct significators.
People feel that life has changed a lot since Lilly’s day and we do not know which planet or
house rules all those things Lilly and the other authors didn’t mention, because they did not exist
at the time. As it will be shown in the charts below, evaluating the ruler/s of the ascendant and
the Moon will most often lead you to the correct answer no matter what the question is. If the
ruler of the ascendant is debilitated and applying to an Infortune with a hard aspect and the
same goes for the Moon, a positive answer is highly unlikely.• I mainly use the Regiomontanus
house system because of Lilly, although I’m more of a fan of Porphyry and Alcabitius and I am
considering the transition. I like the idea of the whole sign house system, but I have not found
that it works consistently with the MC/ IC axis, that may not fall in the 10th/4th house axis
accordingly. Still, I could be persuaded otherwise. However, I think it is very important when
planets aspect or don’t aspect the ascendant. A planet 15 degrees behind the ascendant but in
the same sign as the ascendant cannot be called a true 12th house planet. In the chart
examples, you may perhaps be surprised when I seem to place planets in different houses than
the one they are technically in. When a planet is in a different sign from the one on the cusp of
the house and that sign is not intercepted, I often place the planet in the next house, especially
when the aspect agrees. For example, in a chart with a Scorpio ascendant, the MC in Leo and
Mars in Virgo technically in the 10th house, I consider this Mars to have more affinity with the
11th house than the 10th.AspectsTrines and sextiles are fortunate and if there is a strong
reception they are always effective. Trines can sometimes work without reception (if there is
supporting testimony), but sextiles almost always require reception, unless the planets involved
are very strong essentially and accidentally. Squares and oppositions are unfortunate. A square
ceases to be a problem (or this much of a problem) with a strong mutual reception or if the
Fortunes are involved and they are dignified. An opposition never really ceases to be a problem,
even when there is a strong mutual reception, although, of course, reception helps.A conjunction
is not an aspect, but it’s the strongest possible testimony of perfection. However, it’s neither
fortunate nor unfortunate and it all depends on whether the planets involved are Fortunes or
Infortunes and whether there are receptions or not.ReceptionI use the traditional definition of
reception, which means that reception is always positive. Always. There is no such thing as a
negative reception. Even in an aspect like Moon in Capricorn opposite Saturn in Cancer, where
both planets are in detriment and the aspect is unfortunate, the reception is a good thing; in fact,



the only good thing in this configuration. It may not amount to much – that is, it may not provide
us with a successful outcome – but it is a positive indication nonetheless.A single reception, in
order for it to be effective, needs to involve an aspect between the two planets. It makes no
sense otherwise. If all our planets were received and therefore helped by all of their dispositors,
then all our charts would be perfect, which is obviously not the case. In order for a single
reception to strengthen a planet, it requires an applying aspect, or, at the very least, a separating
aspect but still within the moiety of the planets’ orbs. However, if there is a reception by domicile
or exaltation in the same sign (conjunction), I believe that this is very powerful even if the two
planets are very far from one another or separating. For mutual reception, Lilly didn’t require an
aspect, although it naturally makes a huge difference if there is one.A strong mutual reception
(between domicile and exaltation) can almost completely take away the malice of the square
aspect, particularly if there are no Infortunes involved. If the mutual reception is between the two
Infortunes and the aspect is a square (e.g. Mars in Aquarius square Saturn in Scorpio), this is
undoubtedly good testimony (the absence of reception in this case would have made this aspect
extremely negative), but not all problems are erased. A sextile between Mars in Capricorn and
Saturn in Scorpio is much better.A planet cannot receive planets found in his detriment or fall.
This is NOT reception. A planet cannot receive another if he has no claim on the sign or degree
the other planet is located in. Remember, reception is always a good thing.The ancient texts
(e.g. Al Kindi and others) do mention that a planet applying to another from a sign that is the
other planet’s detriment or fall (e.g. the Moon in Aries applying to Saturn) is not a positive
indication. Or when the planet applied to is in a sign of the applying planet’s detriment or fall (e.g.
the Moon applying to Saturn in Scorpio). They stress, however, that this is NOT reception. There
may be some truth in this, but the astrologer MUST observe if there is also (true) reception in
such cases. For example, the Moon in Capricorn applying to Saturn in Scorpio is positive
testimony because we have a fortunate aspect with a strong reception and the fact that Saturn in
Scorpio doesn’t “like” the Moon is not of major importance. Instead, Saturn receives the Moon in
his domicile and will therefore assist her, regardless of whether he actually “likes” her or
not.Translation, Collection, Prohibition, Frustration etc.A true translation of light occurs when the
two planets in question DON’T aspect each other or are separating from an aspect and the third
planet intervenes and brings them together. If the two planets are applying to each other, they do
not need the third planet’s intervention, which could prove to be problematic instead of helpful. If
the third planet hasn’t yet perfected the aspect with the first planet, then this is also NOT a
translation of light between the two planets in question. This doesn’t mean that we won’t have a
fortunate outcome, it simply means that this is not a translation of light.The same goes for the
collection of light. The two planets in question must not aspect each other or they should be
separating from one another, but they must both be applying to the heavier planet.A translation
or a collection of light isn’t always effective. If the intermediary planet forms hard aspects with the
other two planets without reception, or if he is accidentally debilitated (e.g. retrograde, combust),
it is doubtful that he can perform the task adequately.Whenever a third planet intervenes,



whether that is technically called prohibition or frustration or whatever, we must always check if
this intervention is capable of destroying the matter. Just because a third planet steps in, this
doesn’t mean that we have a problem. A trine, for example, between the Moon and Jupiter with
reception cannot possibly prohibit the matter. A square with Saturn, however, without reception,
will almost always prohibit the matter.Essential dignities, fixed stars, antiscia, void of/in course
Moon, considerations before judgement, combustion, cazimi, Moon’s NodesI use the Dorothean
triplicity rulers (Mars as ruler of the water triplicity for both day and night makes no sense to me)
and I use the Egyptian terms. (See table on following page.) It is my belief that Ptolemy couldn’t
understand the logic behind the Egyptian terms and created his own, despite what he says
about finding an old manuscript etc. I think the Egyptian terms work better and at the end of the
book you can find an article I wrote on the subject. I’m also of the opinion that terms is a stronger
dignity than triplicity, but this needs further inspection, so in this book I’ve kept the standard point
system (5 for domicile, 4 for exaltation, 3 for triplicity, 2 for terms and 1 for face).Table of
essential dignities using the Dorothean triplicity rulers and the Egyptian termsWhen a planet has
some dignity (triplicity and terms, not face) and is also in its detriment or fall, the debility is not so
important and dignity takes precedence, especially for the Fortunes. It’s still a problem, but not
such a big one. A planet in detriment or fall (more in detriment than in fall) is like a civilized
person in the jungle. The planet/person without dignity will soon die. The planet/person with
dignity is going to find by chance the safest place in the jungle, away from the wild beasts. He is
still going to be in the jungle, but in the best possible place there. Dignity provides protection to
the planet in detriment or fall.I have not found the fixed stars particularly useful in the delineation
of horary charts. At best, they offer supporting testimony and I would stick to the three stars Lilly
mentions (Spica, Regulus, Algol). Regulus, in particular, in questions of success or sport or
questions of a similar type, if found on the ascendant or the MC, seems to be a very powerful
testimony of success.
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NDT, “Good Book. I recently learned how to do Horary charts after many years of wishing I knew
how to do them. I never thought I'd get it, but all it takes is finding an astrologer who is good at
explaining things to the novice. I started off doing just "yes" and "no" charts and they've proven
to be very accurate. Horary has been the most accurate for me when it comes to astrology. This
has become my go-to book when I need quick answers. There is so much info out there and the
one thing I struggled with are squares in a Horary chart. So many astrologers write them off as
an instant No in a yes or no chart, but the author goes into more detail about the aspects and the
way he explains squares makes so much more sense. I knew squares weren't an automatic no
because I did a chart for my friend if he were going to get a warehouse job he applied to. There
were no oppositions (which in my experience are definitely no), but there were sextiles, trines,
and a couple squares so I thought this meant no, but 3 months later he got the job and the hours
were better and he didn't face layoffs like in his old position. The squares in his case just meant
that he'd have to go through some things before he got the job (there were obstacles, like he had
to wait until a more senior co-worker turned the position down).About the book: most of the book
is made up of horary chart samples, but there are definitions, sign descriptions (which is very,
very, helpful for example Cancer and Pisces are fruitful). I like how he is not afraid to give his
opinion based on what he has experienced. The author is knowledgeable, but not self-righteous
like some astrologers who've been practicing for a while. I find this book much easier to believe
than The Only Way to Learn...series which come across as rather arrogant. This is short and to
the point with the first 10 pages being the meat of the book, and while 10 pages is not a lot, there
is a lot to be gleaned from the info in those 10 pages and I'm very happy with this purchase. I do
recommend it if you are a newbie to learning Horary.”

MB, “Five Stars. Very helpful with its practical approach.”

Sebastien, “This book is amazing. It's what I've been looking for all these .... This book is
amazing. It's what I've been looking for all these years I've spent studying horary astrology,
because most books are full of charts which this author calls invalid and rightly so, if you ask me.
I always had problems with “Should I?” charts, as the author calls them, because they imply that
we can cast a horary chart every time we want to avoid anything unpleasant in our lives. How
easy our lives would be! Petros Eleftheriadis states the obvious fact that if you can't change your
natal chart, then you can't use horary astrology to “avoid your fate”.The author also uses some
considerations before judgement, primarily early/late degrees ascending and the combust ruler
of the ascendant. He also avoids judging the chart if the Moon is void of course (or in course as
the author prefers), unless the Moon is at the very end of the sign, her next aspect is within orb
and her previous aspects are still close. Personally, I was not in favour of such considerations,
but over the years I've noticed that most mistakes in judgement are made when I choose to



ignore them. Whatever their value, I see them now as an effort on the part of astrologers of the
past to explain why things go wrong sometimes and that it's not always the right time to ask a
question. Charts tend to be clearer when all rules are followed, I can attest to that.What is also
interesting is that Petros Eleftheriadis uses the almuten or co-almuten of a house along with the
domicile ruler as significators. I am not used to doing that, but in several charts of the book, the
outcome and the timing are shown by the almuten and the author makes a very persuasive
argument. By the way, speaking of almutens, the author uses the egyptian bounds and the
triplicity system of Dorotheus instead of Ptolemy's dignities, not only when attempting to find the
almutens of house, but in general. He also includes an article about the egyptian bounds at the
end of the book, explaining the sequence of the planets. Is he right? I don't know, but the article
is very interesting and it makes lots of sense.The charts included in the book cover many areas,
but not all of them. This doesn't matter, says the author, as he doesn't believe in aphorisms and
in different rules for each subject. Another very helpful thing that he does is that he draws some
astrological conclusions after every judgement based on the chart evidence laid out before.An
extraordinary book destined to those who study and practice horary astrology and are looking
for clarification and a rigorous method of judgement. Not for complete beginners.”

Azurcake, “Very good book for starters. Very good book for starters. I would loved to see
explanation on planetary hours as well as why these charts are valid. He mentiones some bits
from the chart of his querre t or quesited, Would have been nice to see some of the querrentb
questied planets or point around the horary charts.”

robert guttridge, “Five Stars. excellent book, prompt delivery.”

The book by Petros Eleftheriadis has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 24 people have provided feedback.
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